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Kath Pay, Founder
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Synchronicity Marketing



We’re proud to be UK’s Sole Reseller of 



Synchronicity Marketing proudly serves brands across many 
industries with clients including:



Making the case for a 
strategy          



Too often we start with the technology, 
but if our end goal is to help our 
customers make decisions, meet needs and 
achieve goals, then shouldn’t we start with 
the customer?



Key to the Inbox: ENGAGEMENT



Only 45% of email marketers have a 
definitive strategy

Email Marketing Vendor Satisfaction Report, download at 

http://bit.ly/2TNOQzx



We are blessed with amazing 
technology!



But it’s easy to get 
“bright shiny object syndrome” 

and become distracted from 
what matters



“When all you have is a 
hammer; every problem 
looks like a nail.”
Abraham Maslow, The Psychology of Science, 1966.

However, relying on technology is like the old adage: 



Gartner CMO Spend Survey puts martech at 29% of marketing budgets (excluding agency fees) vs 24% 

on staff payments.



Role of technology is to support and 
bring strategy to life



Only 56% of marketers let business needs lead their 
strategy rather than new features

Email Marketing Vendor Satisfaction Report http://bit.ly/2TNOQzx



So why don’t we develop 
strategies?



Boss: Create an email strategy
Me:



…is it because Email Marketing 
consistently  delivers high ROI?

Econsultancy Census 2018

Meaning we don’t have to work very hard to get good results



Or because email is under-budgeted & we 
don’t have the time or resource?

US Interactive Marketing Spend 2016 Orders by Marketing Channel 2016

Forrester Custora



Spend vs Orders by Email Channel

3% spend 18% orders



How to get started





Brand Prospect

BRAND



Don’t make them work hard to achieve 
their objectives

(or yours)



Help them!



3 pillars of CX Email Marketing

1. Helpfulness

2. Personalization

3. Customer-focused

Download link here



Helpful, Personalized & 
Customer-focused emails 
increase read rates

67% of brands with emails that scored over 
their average score, achieved higher read rates 
than those who scored lower than the average.

The increase in read-rate ranged from between 
102% and 468%!!!





Coincidence? Or planned?



PPC ad

Optimize Subscribe Forms

Cart Recovery Program

Social Media Promotions

Replenishment Program



So what’s the 
problem?



However, if you don’t know where you’re going…

...how can you take your subscriber there?

Too few email marketers know

where they’re going









Sample business objective: 

Increase revenue by 15%
over 12 months



How could you do that?



To acquire new customers…

Acquisition > Strategy



To convert more subscribers…

Acquisition > Strategy > Tactics









PPC ad

Optimize Subscribe Forms

Cart Recovery Program

Social Media Promotions

Replenishment Program



Approaches and 
Frameworks



Mindset Before Skillset



Today’s Mindset for Email Success



Remember: It’s About THEM Not YOU



Channel Strategy First, Then 
Messaging: Three Approaches



1. Map Email to Customer Journey

Journey mapping is a tool companies use to help them see what their 
customers truly want – the ways in which customers go about achieving 
their needs





Email: It’s Still Marketing



All Journeys Follow 1 of 4 Paths

Do you know which typical 
consideration path your customers 
take – or that your product/service 
requires?

Use email to accelerate, enable, or 
streamline the customer journey along 
one of these four types of paths

Winding

Long
Long & 

Winding

Quick



2. Map Email to Lifecycle Stage

• Each stage of the customer lifecycle naturally lends itself to specific types 
of messaging

• Use email to shift and direct the dialog



3. Map to Marketing Objectives

Map your marketing activities by 
objective – Can email accomplish any of 
these with greater cost, time, or 
resource efficiencies?

Branding

Lead Gen/ 

Nurturing

Conversion

Communication

Retention

Renewal



Messaging Strategy
Then it’s time for



Like an Architect, We Need a Blueprint



Variety is the Spice of Life

• We become immune to and ignore repetition

• Both predictability and unpredictability are effective; each is 
appropriate for different communications

• Over promoting is self- vs. audience-serving
• Content “sells by way of serving”

• 1:1 messaging gets personal, and personal stands out in a 
crowded inbox

• Variety increases utility



Email Success Blueprint



Email Success Blueprint



Performance by Message Type

The higher up the pyramid 
you go, the more 
segmented and responsive 
your audience, and the 
stats prove it!

Source:  https://websitebuilder.org/resources/119-facts-you-dont-know-about-email-marketing/



Keeping it alive



Consumers have evolved with how they 
use emails; Has your email program 
evolved in response? 

If strategy isn’t leading, making 
changes becomes more difficult 
or overlooked. And this is a 
channel that’s constantly 
evolving!



Consumer’s are evolving their email 
habits

Top 5 actions

1. Save the email for later 59%

2. Click a link 56%

3. Bear the information in 
mind for later 54%

4. Go to website via search 
35%

5. Go to physical shop 21%

UK DMA Email Consumer Tracker http://bit.ly/2TMR1ap



Living, Breathing, Evolving Document

The only thing constant is 
change
Is your strategy flexible enough 
to adapt to changing
• Consumer behavior

• Channel use
• Market conditions
• Company/business growth

• Tech or deliverability 
advancements?



Stay Disciplined!
The DR Fundamentals 
Apply



Choose the correct success metrics as 
your KPI’s

Email Open

Email Click

Landing Page Bounce rate

Landing Page Clicks

Completion/ 

Abandonment of 

Process 

Conversion



Build actionable roadmap which gets 
updated 

• Monthly

• quarterly



In summary

• Don’t do an end-run around strategy – yes you need one and 
will be more successful for it

• Start at the right place – the beginning

• Don’t let technology distract you 

• Adjust your mindset if needed, and apply  mindset before 
skillset

• Select an approach; stay consistent

• Don’t ”set and forget” – treat it as a fluid, living organism 
constantly evolving along with your markets and audiences

• Make sure you’re measuring the right thing



Questions?
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